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Meet a Scientologist—A Turning Point for Lisa Lindman 

Many people have their own story about 9/11—what it meant to them. 

Lisa Lindman thought life as she knew it was over.  In a way, she was 

right.

For graphic designer and Scientologist Lisa Lindman, 9/11 2001 marked 

the end of an era—and the beginning of a new life.

“I live in California, and what I went through that day was nothing 

compared with the tragedy that struck others personally,” says Lindman. 

“But I was completely overwhelmed when the attack took place. My boss 

didn’t make it any easier.  I remember him saying ‘don’t even bother 

coming in to work.  We’re going to war.’ I thought that was the end of life 

as we knew it.”
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The fact was, life as Lindman knew it wasn’t that great.  She was already 

having a rough time.

“Somehow, I used to specialize in attracting people who were bad for me,” 

she says. “I had too many ‘friends’ whose critical comments were ‘all for 

my own good’—people who put me down and made less of me and my 

work as a graphic designer.”

Lindman’s boyfriend was the worst of all. He was cheating on her, and 

although she knew that relationship was destructive, and wanted to break 

up, she couldn’t bring herself to do so.  

With all this going on even before the terror attacks, Lindman was 

stressed out and started smoking pot because it numbed her to the way 

she felt. 

Fortunately, just before 9/11, Lindman started reading Dianetics: The 

Modern Science of Mental Health by L. Ron Hubbard.  The heightened 

anxiety she felt that September day prompted her to find out whether 

what she had learned from the book was true.  

Lindman describes her first encounter with Dianetics as “remarkable.”

“With my first Dianetics session I found the source of my unreasonable 

attachment to my boyfriend,” she says, “why I would put up with his 

treating me this way.  It actually had nothing to do with him—it was 

something similar that had happened much earlier. As soon as I spotted 
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that, I started to laugh.  What a relief!  Next time I saw him, I told him 

‘I’m breaking up with you!’ And boy, did that feel good.”

What’s more, as she carried on with her Scientology studies, she continued 

feeling and doing better and better.

“The problem was, before Scientology I didn’t really know who I was or 

what I was doing,” she says. “Now I do.”

In an ironic turn of events, it was not long ago that Lindman had the 

opportunity to help a couple embroiled in the same kind of dead-end 

relationship that was ruining her life 10 years ago—a cheating husband 

and bitter wife making each other’s lives miserable. Divorce looked 

inevitable until, at Lindman’s suggestion, they took advantage of 

Scientology marriage counseling and the “Salvaging a Marriage” course at 

a Scientology Mission and sorted everything out.

Now 32, Lindman is living the kind of life she only dreamed of before. 

Married for the past two years, she and husband David use Scientology to 

keep their relationship, which she describes as “amazing,” on the right 

track.

“I have a say in my life now,” says Lindman.  “It's not life happening to me

—I am the one making my life go the way I want it to go.”

View the Lisa Lindman video on the Scientology video channel at 

www.Scientology.org. 
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###

The popular “Meet a Scientologist” profiles on the Church of Scientology 

International Video Channel at Scientology.org now total more than 200 

broadcast-quality documentary videos featuring Scientologists from 

diverse locations and walks of life. The personal stories are told by 

Scientologists who are educators, teenagers, skydivers, a golf instructor, a 

hip-hop dancer, IT manager, stunt pilot, mothers, fathers, dentists,  

photographers, actors, musicians, fashion designers, engineers, students,  

business owners and more.

A digital pioneer and leader in the online religious community, in April  

2008 the Church of Scientology became the first major religion to launch 

its own official YouTube Video Channel, which has now been viewed by 

millions of visitors.

Scientologist Lisa Lindman
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